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KATO SANGYO Co., Ltd

Message from the President

To grow with society and
become a valuable presence

Kazuya Kato,
President and Representative Director

Our company was founded as a drinking water wholesaler in 1945 and established as a stock
company in 1947. Since then, we have faced a variety of difficulties and continually grappled with
new challenges.
Throughout our long history, our employees have been unified in their adherence to a set of firmly
held convictions through our "Corporate Credo," which is our corporate philosophy. It is designed
to build our reputation and grow by giving back to society, to continually evolve by taking a
proactive approach to changes, and to aspire to be the most valuable presence in the market.
As we will commemorate the 70th anniversary of our foundation in 2017, KATO SANGYO Group
will take on the challenge of the next stage and further growth, and we are upholding our "Group
Mission" in which we stipulated our social mission and business areas in regard to what kind of
value we offer to create business and what sort of company we will be in society.
As a company that handles food, we will strengthen family get-togethers and bonds with other
people through the enjoyment of diverse food that is rich in seasonality and regional
characteristics, and inheritance and nurturing of food culture. Eventually, we will contribute to a
healthy and wholesome life. We will realize people's happiness by offering a rich dietary life. This is
our mission, and the purpose of our daily activities is to achieve this mission.
We will aim to achieve our mission and realize our corporate credo through our business activities
and efforts.
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Philosophy of KATO SANGYO Group
Corporate Credo
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Mission
Our mission is to realize “People’s Happiness” by offering a “Rich Dietary Life”.
All of our activities and efforts will target the achievement of this mission.

Rich Dietary Life

People's Happiness

Safe and secure products
at reasonable prices

Family get-togethers

Diverse food that is rich in
seasonality and regional
characteristics

Bonds with other people
A healthy and
wholesome life

Inheritance and nurturing
of food culture

Vision
Become a food
infrastructure
We build a foundation to
support a rich dietary life
of inhabitants by exerting
the total power of
products, information, and
logistics.

Become a food
professional

Become a food
producer

As a professional
engaged in food
distribution,
we offer a rich dietary life
to inhabitants by
accumulating knowledge
and developing our skills.

In order for inhabitants to
realize a rich dietary life,
we realize the
"Connection" and create
the value of "Food"
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Our Businesses

Retail Support

We will get closer to retailers and aim to grow together
Retailers variedly devise retail spaces according to their business category, region, and measures.
Our retail support will analyze/comprehend retailers' current status/environment and aim to grow together with
retailers while vitalizing all retail spaces through proposals on merchandising measures and sales promotion
in accordance with customer needs.
By casting trends and needs into the "Shape" of retail spaces, we provide optimal retail support that
will maximize retailers' satisfaction
We will promptly and accurately detect market trends and needs, and realize more effective and attractive
retail spaces based on the retailers' current demand while making full use of our methods, such as POS and
ID-POS data analyses and trade area analysis.
Through the creation/proposal of new added value, we will propose support that will lead to vitalizing retail
spaces and streamlining/increasing the efficiency of store operations.

Retail Space Designing
―Making plans that foresee consumers' needs―

We work with retailers to create optimum designs for retail spaces by
comprehending consumers' needs and issues while utilizing various
data.
We work to ensure that store visitors have enjoyable shopping
experiences and can always find the products they want. We also
create retail spaces that anticipate shopper needs, showcasing
products they are likely to want even before they know they want them.

Retail Space Creating
―Connect retailers and consumers―

To develop retail space based on the retail space plan made with the
retailer, we not only deliver products properly on time but also maintain
attractive retail spaces in order to have shoppers visit stores frequently.
To realize this, we frequently analyze trends and lifestyles and provide
support for creating retail spaces suited for the customer's needs.
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Merchandising

We will take up the role as the origin of diverse retail spaces and
dietary life
With the diversification of consumer needs, the products that are demanded have been diversely changing.
We handle a number of manufacturers' products, and at the same time we support attractive retail space
creation and rich dietary life through the production and sale of our original brand products.
Respond to customers' and consumers' "Desires"
Product procurement capability that makes any proposal possible
Through businesses with manufacturers all over the country, finding imported products, and product
development in our production department, we have realized a wide variety of product lineup.
We respond to retailers' requests on the basis of the number of products handled and propose an optimal
product lineup.

Product Purchase (name-brand product)
―Broad-ranging businesses with over 4,000 companies―

We are a general food wholesaling company that purchases namebrand products from more than 4,000 manufacturers and wholesales
them to retailers.
By taking advantage of our group power, we have realized a wide
variety of product lineup such as ambient temperature processed foods,
frozen/chilled foods, confectionery, alcoholic beverages, etc.

Product Development (private label)
―We develop unique products to meet needs―

"To meet a wide range of consumer and retailer needs, we develop
manufactures and import products under our own private labels. We
wholesale our private label products to many retailers, and a large
number of consumers enjoy our products.
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Logistics

We take up the role for distribution infrastructure that supports the
consumers' diet
What is needed, when it is needed, and in the amount needed.
As the infrastructure for food distribution, we properly manage a large variety and amount of products and
deliver products with a low-cost and high-quality logistics service depending on the retailer's demand by
taking advantage of our logistics bases and network throughout the country.
Logistics solutions that create added value for retailers
By providing the logistics function that will maximally support retailers' purchase/sales activities and store
operations, such as small-lot high-frequency deliveries, batch distribution, etc., we will build a supply chain for
retailers in which logistics efficiency and sales advantages are well balanced.

Advanced Distribution Systems
―Precise delivery, even for one product―

Small-lot high-frequency deliveries that are specific to the wholesaler
are realized by our unique logistics systems such as the multi-picking
cart system, scanning inspection system, etc.
These systems enable us to precisely deliver what is needed, when it is
needed, and in the amount needed, which supports the lives of our
consumers.

Batch Distribution
―Achieve cost reduction and respond to environmental problems―

We collect and deliver our products in batches together with products of
other wholesalers. This approach lowers costs by streamlining retailer
store operations and reducing retailer inventories. It reduces the
number of delivery vehicles, which helps protect the environment.
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Product Development

We consistently engage in original proposals on the product,
development, and package design
We have some factories as a manufacturer of food products.
We reflect the consumers' or retailers' needs that we see from our unique perspective as a food wholesaler and
realize a satisfactory product lineup in which we are particular about the taste, quality, and packaging.
Accurately grasp consumer needs
Total power-driven product development
Since the beginning of our foundation, we have undertaken product development and production.
While taking advantage of our unique know-how that we have cultivated over our long history, we promote
product development that anticipates consumption trends and strive to thoroughly implement quality control.
We will enhance our consistent system, ranging from the procurement of raw materials to production, logistics,
and sales, and provide products that will satisfy consumers.
Our thoughts put into each and every brand
It was more than 60 years ago when our representative brand "Kanpy" was born.
Since we started handling original brand products, we have realized a large selection that
responded to the changes in the market needs and lifestyles, such as "GREENWOOD"
with a large choice of specialty products, "PROSSIMO" for which we gathered excellent
imported products, etc., and many customers have supported our products.
We put our thoughts on manufacturing into each of the long-established brands.

To realize packages that resonate with consumers
Among the products that we produce and sell, the "Kanpy Family Size Jam" series has
received a high evaluation.
When we renewed it in 2016, responding to the opinions received from customers, we
adopted the universally designed container bottle to pursue easy opening by adding a dent
on the upper part of it to reduce slippage when opening. We also improved visibility by
making the label design clear in order to make it easy to read the printed characters.
As just described, we are also particular about our product packages.

Original Product
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Overseas Business

We deliver affluence to dietary life in Asian countries
Develop the food wholesale business in
overseas countries
We have been striving to resolve Japanese and
overseas clients' demands, implement retail
support, make better proposals with the local staff,
and supply products.
Export food to overseas countries
We accommodate overseas clients' demands for
Japanese food and provide feedback from the
local information to our partners in Japan.

History of Overseas Business
2007 Enters China's food wholesale market (with investment in Guangzhou Huaxin Commercial Trading Co., Ltd.)
2009 Invests in Shenzhen Huaxin Chuangzhan Commercial Trading Co., Ltd.
2011 Establishes Overseas Business Division
2012 Establishes Kato SC Asia Investment Co., Ltd.
2013 Establishes Kato Sangyo Vietnam Co., Ltd.
2015 Enters Singapore's food wholesale market (with investment in Naspac Marketing Pte. Ltd.)
2016 Invests in Toan Gia Hiep Phuoc Trading and Food Processing, JSC. (TogiCo)
2018 Invests in Lein Hing Holdings Sdn. Bhd.
2018 Establishes Shanghai Katosangyo Trading Co., Ltd.
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Social & Environmental Conservation Activities
KATO SANGYO Group thinks that we would like to be a "friendly
company" to those who are involved with us.
Acquisition of ISO 14001

To realize a society that co-exists with nature
To enhance efforts for environmental preservation, we have actively promoted acquiring
ISO 14001 which is the international standard.
As a result, we have acquired the certification in our 56 sites across the country.
・KATO SANGYO CO., LTD.
・K-Teion Foods Co., Ltd.
・Wakayama Sangyo Co., Ltd.

46sites
4sites
2sites

・Kato Logistics Co., Ltd.
・Kato Kashi Co., Ltd.

3sites
1sites

Prevention of Global Warming
At KATO SANGYO, the entire company puts effort into the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions such as CO 2,
etc., which will become the cause for global warming.
With the enforcement of the Kyoto Protocol, the demand for countermeasures against global warming grew and in
order for KATO SANGYO to contribute to sustainable development while having a harmonious coexistence with
the global environment, we comprehensively put effort into the reduction of CO 2 emissions through the "Efforts on
Creating Renewable Energy: Energy Creation" and "Efforts on Reducing Energy Usage: Energy Saving."

Products to support the Great East Japan Earthquake Reconstruction
Since June 2011, we have produced and sold "Kanpy Family Size Jam
(four items in the series)" in which a donation to support those affected by
the Great East Japan Earthquake is included in the price.
Donations have been used to support earthquake disaster orphans, etc., in
Iwate Prefecture, Miyagi Prefecture, and Fukushima Prefecture through the
contacts in the affected areas.
As for the package design, we continue to include the logo of "Ganbarou
Nippon."

Eco-Friendly Cap Activity
We began the eco-friendly cap activity in FY 2011. Currently,
we provide caps to the recycling vendor which makes a
donation of their selling profit to the "Japan Committee,
Vaccines for the World's Children (JCV)."
The entire company began collecting caps in FY 2013 and the
cumulative total of the collected caps at the end of September
2016 was about 1,048,000.
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Consolidated Financial Statements/Earnings Highlights
Recent Earnings
Net sales
Operating income
Ordinary income
Profit attributable to owners of parent

Total assets
Total net assets
Capital adequacy ratio
Net income per share
Net assets per share
ROE(%)
ROA (%)

(billions of yen)
(billions of yen)
(billions of yen)
(billions of yen)
(billions of yen)
(billions of yen)

(%)
(yen)
(yen)
(%)
(%)

FY2014
771
8
9
5
283
95
32.89
154.37
2,488.09
6.43
3.81

FY 2015
926
8
10
6
303
105
33.57
164.96
2,720.49
6.33
3.45

FY2016
953
7
9
5
304
105
33.46
140.63
2,784.10
5.11
2.97

FY2017
973
9
10
6
339
113
32.51
185.45
3,010.49
6.40
3.24

FY2018
1,009
10
11
7
361
122
32.60
191.45
3247.75
6.14
3.29

*KATO SANGYO’s fiscal year runs from October 1 of the previous year through September 30.

Sales Breakdowns

(FY 2018)

by product type

by client category

by region

Sales volume

Ordinary income and
ordinary income ratio

Total assets and
capital adequacy ratio

ROA and ROE

Net income per share and
net assets per share

Dividend per share
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Corporate Profile
■Overview
Company Name
Date of Foundation
Head Office
Representative
Main Business
Capital
Number of Employees
Net Sales

KATO SANGYO CO., LTD.
August 22, 1947
9-20 Matsubara-cho, Nishinomiya, Hyogo, 662-8543
Kazuya Kato, President and Representative Director
General food wholesaling, manufacture and seller of Kanpy products
5,934,050,000 yen
1,036
＜Non-Consolidated＞685.0 billion yen
＜Consolidated＞1,009.0 billion yen (FY ended Sep 30, 2018)

Stock Exchange Listings

Tokyo Stock Exchange, First Section

■Locations
Head Office
9-20 Matsubara-cho, Nishinomiya, Hyogo, 662-8543
Tokyo Division
1-2-28 Omorinaka, Ota-ku, Tokyo, 143-0014
Hokkaido Division
52-8 Kitanosato, Kitahiroshima, Hokkaido, 061-1111
Tohoku Division
3-4-37 Ogimachi, Miyagino-ku, Sendai, Miyagi, 983-0034
Higashi Kanto(East Kanto) Division 3-32-6 Umejima, Adachi-ku, Tokyo, 121-0816
Kita Kanto(North Kanto) Division
3-8-5 Imai, Ome, Tokyo, 198-0023
Minami Kanto(South Kanto) Division 1-2-28 Omorinaka, Ota-ku, Tokyo, 143-0014
Chubu Division
25-2 Aza Minami Guminoki, Meichi, Ichinomiya, Aichi, 494-8686
Kita Kinki(North Kinki) Division
4-24-6 Tsuruno, Settsu, Osaka, 566-0035
Minami Kinki(South-Kinki) Division 2-1-49 Shibatani, Suminoe-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka, 559-0021
Nishi Kinki(West Kinki) Division
2-29-1 Naruohama, Nishinomiya, Hyogo, 663-8588
Chushikoku Division
5-5-10 Shoko Center, Nishi-ku, Hiroshima-shi, Hiroshima, 733-0833
Kyushu Division
4-4-20 Katakasu, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka, 812-0043
Dried Foods Department
1-3-1 Nishinomiyahama, Nishinomiya, Hyogo, 662-0934
Production Department
328-6 Kashiwano, Kamigori-cho, Ako-gun, Hyogo, 678-1274

+81-798-33-7650
+81-3-6404-3080
+81-11-372-5921
+81-22-284-7135
+81-3-5845-6850
+81-428-32-5110
+81-3-6404-3050
+81-586-69-1000
+81-72-636-1128
+81-6-6684-0016
+81-798-43-1274
+81-82-277-7078
+81-92-441-0520
+81-798-33-3581
+81-791-52-0520

■History
October 1945
Founded as a drinking water wholesaler.
August 1947
Established as KATO SANGYO CO., LTD.
June 1990
Listed on the Second Section of the Osaka Stock Exchange.
July 1997
Listed on the Second Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
April 2004
Kamigori Factory receives ISO 9001 and HACCP certification.
September 2004 Moved to First Sections of the Tokyo and Osaka Stock Exchanges.
September 2006 All locations receive ISO 14001 certification.
July 2007
Enters China's food wholesale market (with investment in Guangzhou Huaxin Commercial Trading Co., Ltd.).
December 2009 Invests in Shenzhen Huaxin Chuangzhan Commercial Trading Co., Ltd. (in Shenzhen, China)
April 2011
Establishes Overseas Business Division.
October 2013
Establishes Kato Sangyo Vietnam Co., Ltd. (in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam)
May 2014
Invests in Shanghai Allages Business Co., Ltd. (in Shanghai, China)
February 2015
Enters Singapore's food wholesale market (with investment in Naspac Marketing Pte. Ltd.)
July 2016
Invests Toan Gia Hiep Phuoc Trading and Food Processing, JSC. (in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam)
January 2018
Invests Lein Hing Holdings Sdn. Bhd. (in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
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